2003 IUPUI High School Mathematics Contest
Sponsored by Roche Diagnostics Corporation
Mathematics and Law

- Contest Questions
- Contest Answers

Contest Winners
Front row: Nan Tian, Carmel, $150, Brian Bergfeld, Warren Central, Honorable Mention, Thomas Pollom, Cathedral, $500, excellent solution to problem 3, Jacob Tietgen, Hamilton Southeastern, $150, Abby Colson, Hamilton Southeastern, $150, Sheryl Pai, Hamilton Southeastern, $150, excellent solution to problem 1, Lucie Zhang, Carmel, $300, Carlin Ma, Carmel, $300, excellent solution to problem 2.

Second row: Bo Wang, Carmel, $300, Eric Fisher, Hamilton Southeastern, Honorable Mention, Kristen Koning, Hamilton Southeastern, Honorable Mention, Michael Chang, Hamilton Southeastern, $300, Feng Tu, Hamilton Southeastern, $150, Henry Chou, Hamilton Southeastern, $150, Aaron Goldman, Hamilton Southeastern, $150, Becky Winn, Hamilton Southeastern, $150.

Third row: Afzaal Hassan, North Central, Honorable Mention, Brett Stewart, Hamilton Southeastern, $150, Michelle Deal, Hamilton Southeastern, $150, Abby Flanigan, Roncalli, $150, excellent solution to problem 4, Rachel Flanigan, Roncalli, Honorable Mention, Erin Rainey, Roncalli, Honorable Mention.

Not present: Patrick Mihelich, Park Tudor, $300, excellent solution to problem 5a, and Honorable Mention winners Anna Yuan, Hamilton Southeastern, Angela Stevenson, Hamilton Southeastern, Shenil Shah, Hamilton Southeastern, Christopher Kuehl, Hamilton Southeastern, Ryan Nasserizafar, Zionsville, Susan Scheidler, Hamilton Southeastern, Aaron Shinkle, Hamilton Southeastern, Tao Zhu, Carmel, Jun He, Hamilton Southeastern, Laurel Schrementi, Carmel, Brittany Lash, Hamilton Southeastern, Alexander Park, Hamilton Southeastern.

The award winning team from Hamilton Southeastern: Teacher Susan Wong, Aaron Goldman, Kristen Koning, Michelle Deal, Eric Fisher, Teacher John Drozd, Sheryl Pai, Dean Kaula Murtadha of the IUPUI School of Education, Teacher Letitia McCallister, Abby Colson, Henry Chou, Feng Tu, Jacob Tietgen, Brett Stewart, Michael Chang, Becky Winn, Teacher Tamara Moore, Jim Maxwell of Roche Diagnostics.

Dean Kaula Murtadha welcomes the winners.
Attorney Beth Henkel talks about Mathematics and Law.

Jim Maxwell of Roche Diagnostics congratulates first place winner Thomas Pollom.